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Another nice ride in the Vercors

	

Why aren't the Vercors more popular as a cycling destination? Maybe it's because it's overshadowed by the Alps next door and the

famous climbs of the Tour de France (Alpe d'Huez, Galibier, Izoard, etc). Every ride we've done in the Vercors has been amazing.

The only thing lacking is a cafe/bar at the top of the climbs, something that seems to be written into French law for most summits. In

the Vercors, you get a sign and... that's about it. You've also got to be more careful about carrying enough water, but there actually

are a number of small villages in the region so it's really not a huge issue, as long as you plan a bit.

Today we took the train from Grenoble to St Hilaire-St Nazaire, a 45 minute train ride, and cruised up into the Vercors. There's no

real climbing until 10 miles in, and then you climb for... 10 miles. Then you descend 8 miles (so yes, this bike would be steeper, at

times MUCH steeper, in the reverse direction) before an almost pancake-flat 22 miles back to Grenoble. 

The pictures tell the story. Some incredible views, a few cliff roads, and perhaps the most-welcome and clean public bathroom in

France.

			

				

			

				

				Beautiful waterfall whose height is easily missed if you don&#8217;t pay attention.

				

			

				

			

				

				Coke stop before the 22 mile flat section to Grenoble
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				The bike path gets a bit tiresome after a while. But much of it is quite pretty.

				

			

				

			

				

				&#8220;Just&#8221; 98 degrees on our return. Most of the ride was mid-80s.

				

			

				

			

				

				Post-ride meal with Kebobs &#038; Orangina
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				Picking up the essentials at the end of the ride.
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